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15 Instant & Irresistible Learning Centers That Build Early Reading & Writing Skills: Easy How-to s, Quick Tips, and
Reproducible Fill-in Forms That Invite Young Learners to Read & Write Independently Paperback - October 1,

Around the Clock Here is a center game to reinforce clock numeral placement. For each game board, glue a
construction paper clock to a colored background. Label each of several chips in sets of 12 chips with
numerals 1 - In turn have each player roll a 12 sided die, then cover that number on her clock with the
correctly labeled chip. If a player rolls a numeral that has already been covered with a chip, she must pass the
die to the next player. Continue play until on numerals on each clock are covered. Start collecting fry
containers. Then write a different number on each box. Make fries by cutting yellow sponges into strips. Place
the boxes and fries in a center. To do this activity, a child places the appropriate number of fries in each box.
For each jar you gather think of a fruit or veggie to make out of colored paper apple, grape, corn, banana. Now
cut out the shapes of the veggies and fruit. For each fruit or veggie jar think of an activity to place on the jars.
For instance, one jar may be called apple activities. You would cut out apple shapes and label the jar
appropriately. You may choose to write math problems on the apples. The student will take the jar and
complete all the math problems on another sheet of paper. You might choose to name another jar corny
questions and place corn cut-outs with questions written on in the jar. The student will take the jar and answer
the questions on a sheet of paper. Make as many jars as you would like be creative and place them in a line on
a shelf. Place a box of colorful breakfast cereal and a supply of three-ounce paper cups at the enter. The
student fills one cup with cereal. Then she uses pieces to complete a variety of tasks. Post the following tasks
in the center and a worksheet with the following: Place a plastic shoebox, a can of shaving cream, and a list of
current spelling words at the center. A student sprays a small amount of shaving cream into the shoebox and
uses her finger to write the spelling word she sees. Or a friend tells her a spelling word and she spells it
without looking. After she is sure the word is correct she spreads the foam around to erase the word, then
repeats the procedure until all the words have been spelled correctly. Actually, I did this with a life skills class
using numbers and all you need to do or have the student do is wipe it up with a paper towel and the shoebox
is ready for the nest student. You may want to have four or five shoeboxes in the center. If your students did
not like to practice their spelling words before, they should after this!!!! Program a set of seasonal shapes with
desired vocabulary words or numbers; then laminate the shapes for durability and store them in a clothespin
bag. Also make an answer key for self-checking and place it in the bag. A student sequences numbers or
alphabetize words by suspending them on the clothesline in the correct order. Post a list of spelling words,
vocabulary words, or content words at the center. Place several dictionaries, pencils, and a supply of writing
paper at the center, too. Then have the student repeat this for additional words. A good idea is to provide an
answer key at the center so the students can check their work. I try to keep my eyes open for chats about the
topic of centers. I then add them to this area. It is great to read ideas from other teachers and maybe then use
part of their idea or modify an idea to meet your needs. We are very lucky that teachers are so willing to help
those that are looking for ideas. Here are some good ones I have found on mailrings and chatboards for
teachers!!!! Thanks to all the teachers that have ideas below You are helping many! With a partner collect 1
basket of pattern blocks. Take turns sorting blocks into two different groups and ask your partner to guess
your sorting rule? Some rules could be shapes that stack, roll, slide, or shapes with 3 edges, 4 vertices, 6 faces
2. Look around our classroom, draw: Remember to color the pictures. Grade 3 can also try to find a hexagon,
an oval and an octagon shape. Design a robot using only one shape. Choose a square, circle, rectangle,
diamond, or triangle. Everything in your robot has to be that shape. We will put these pictures up on
thebulletin board. Use a set of tangrams to create a design. Trace around theoutside of each shape. Choose 2
geometric solids. Write 3 facts about how they are different and 3 facts about how they are the same. Think
about their edges, vertices, faces, and if they slide, stack or roll. Use a geoboard and create a shape with 1
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elastic. Copy the shape onto dot paper. Now use 2 elastics to create a shape and copy this design onto dot
paper. Use pattern blocks to trace different shapes out of construction paper. Use these shapes, string, straws to
design a geometric mobile. I love to use math menus from Marilyn Burns. I divide mine into appetizers,
entrees and desserts. Everyone has to do the appetizers, they can choose one or more from the entrees. The
desserts are more challenging, so they are for after the students have tried the appetizers and some of the
entrees. I try to build learning from one menu item to the other, such as: Using a basket of pattern blocks fill in
one or more of the pattern block puzzles using the interior outlines to show you which shapes you need. Count
how many you used of each shape. These geometric puzzles indicate exactly which shapes they must use.
Using a basket of pattern blocks and a baggie of pattern block puxxles try this activity. Fill in the first puzzle
using the shapes indicated. Now, using the same puzzle design, recreate using other pieces by ignoring the
interior lines and just following the outside boundaries. Count and record how many you used of each shape.
Using a basket of pattern blocks and a blank piece of paper create a pattern block puzzle. Trace around the
outside. Give the traced pattern block puzzle outline to a friend. See if both of you created the puzzles the
same way. Try it again with another friend. Remember to count and recordhow many you used of each shape
every time you recreate a new puzzle. Children play this game in pairs. Children take turns rolling the die and
moving their game pieces around the board.
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2: Dew Learning Center
Mini File-Folder Centers in Color Reading and Writing (K-1): 12 Irresistible and Easy-to-Make Centers That Help
Children Practice and Strengthen Important Reading and Writing Skills Betty Evers out of 5 stars

I have been teaching in public schools for the past 15 years. I have taught multilevel students with multi
learning styles and abilities. I also have an experience of teaching international students abroad the country.
Additionally, I have a greater experience of tutoring students through Wyzant, Varsity tutors, and Club Z. I am
a certified teacher from State of TX. I have taught all subjects in different grade levels. I work collaboratively
with my students. My goal is to make my students succeed in their academic achievement. I not only teach
and instruct my students, but I also coach, and mentor them. In my opinion, every student can learn and
succeed. We, as educators, need to fill up the holes in their personality and needs. I manage my students
through a lot of positive feed and rewards. It helps them to build a self confidence in themselves. Thus, they
create a strong positive relationship with me, I also help my students to set their goals for their achievements. I
facilitate and scaffold my students to reach their goals. I advocate my students in different situations. I teach
my students with different learning styles. I utilize technology in regular teaching lessons. I believe that
technology gives students some time to process the information on their own pace. I maintain a clear concise
communication between me, student and parent. I keep posted parents with grades, homework, and another
updated information regarding student academic success. I believe teaching in a stress free and fun learning
environment. In the end, I will say that Teaching is Fun.
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3: Learning Centers / Literacy Centers - learning center printables, ideas, and more k-2
The Language Builder Picture Noun Card set is a tremendous tool for teaching key language concepts to preschool age
children; children and adults with autism, developmental delay, or speech/language delay; or to anyone first learning or
re-learning basic language skills.

A Creative Conspiracy The year is , and an old woman is reminiscing about a murderous event that occurred
when she was a young girl living in colonial Virginia. Can you guess who done it? As the mystery unfolds, we
slowly learn the truth. The story is actually being told by more than 26 authors -- and each author is a clever
and cunning high school student! Investigate the mystery -- and delve into thirteen activities designed to
connect the crime to the curriculum. Give Your Students the Dickens! Do you dread teaching the work of
Charles Dickens? Do your students groan at the mere mention of his name? Explore some of the
student-friendly Dickens Web sites we found and hear from some of the teachers and Dickens fans who
created them. Teacher-created ideas for extending the works of Dickens. A new online reading incentive
program is promoting reading for pleasure among students in a new way. Book Adventure has students
selecting books they want to read based on their interests, reading the books, and wanting to take quizzes that
measure their comprehension. Too good to be true? Immediate rewards and interactive games are just the
enticement kids need to get them reading, and this program is putting them to work through the Internet. Take
part in one of two recently announced fall writing contests a script writing contest for students in grades and a
short story writing contest for students age 13 and up. Monsters Made to Order! A unique activity that has
students writing descriptive paragraphs, this project is fast becoming an integral part of the language arts
curriculum of many classrooms. What is the best part? Students get to use their imaginations to design their
very own monsters! Comments from teachers across the grades who have seen the educational value in this
well-thought-out online project. Use the Web to Enhance the K-2 Reading Curriculum Are you looking for a
way to motivate your young readers, involve them in active learning, and help them build language skills all in
the same lesson? Why not use the Web to enhance the reading process? In this Education World story, teacher
Hazel Jobe points out some of the best Web sites to use in reading instruction! In interviews, dating, and even
social and classroom activities, there is no replacement for expressing oneself well. Clarity of expression
comes with a good understanding of the English language. Through the Internet, you can take advantage of the
best of these in your own classroom! Journal Writing Every Day: A Painless Way to Develop Skills One of
the best things about daily journal writing is that it can take so many forms. Teachers can use journal writing
to meet specific goals, or the purpose can be wide open. Some teachers check journal writing and work on
polishing skills; others use journals as the one "uncorrected" form of writing that students produce. Some
teachers provide prompts to help students begin their writing. Others leave decisions about the direction and
flow of student journals up to the students. This week, Education World talked with teachers who use daily
journal writing in their classrooms. Writing motivators that work from teachers who use them! Poetry
Resources on the Internet You have probably heard the Web compared to a virtual library. Poets from William
Blake to Walt Whitman now have virtual homes in cyberspace. The Internet offers a rich repertoire of verse -if you know where to look! You and your students could be the beneficiaries of this fertile resource. Organize
a "Literature Day" and Night! They organized a Literature Day. Then they did the whole thing over again at
night -- so they could include families! Activity ideas and tips for organizing your own literature event! To
that end, Schaefer a reading specialist and confessed "idea hamster" -- is constantly looking for ways to put
ideas in front of the teachers she works with. Take a Summer Cruise with Popular Authors! How does a cruise
to Mexico and the Caribbean sound?
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4: Lincoln Financial Foundation Grants | Local | The Journal Gazette
Children master word families, develop grammar skills, boost comprehension and moreâ€”with skill-building centers that
let them work at their own pace! Each center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students at onceâ€”including 4
sets of hands-on materials, a double-sided chart with easy-to-follow illustrated instructions and an answer key.

Illustrator Setting Up for Student Independence Kinders are great at using labels with pictures to put things
away and find them again, so my classroom is covered! I put lots of icons directly onto the container or bin to
provide lots of visual support. Centers can pretty much be done anywhere within the classroom , but my
kinders often complete the activities wherever I first modeled them. Non-Fiction Center I include literacy
center posters for each center that illustrates with picture icons what options students have. These posters help
me teach the center at the beginning of the year, help me keep students on track throughout the year and
inform administration as time goes on since they have all of our common core standards listed out. Routines
make centers successful since when students know what is expected, they are much more likely to rise to those
expectations. Building upon their regular routine with new skills or challenges keeps things fresh, but with
solid expectations. I need time to teach small groups while other students work independently. I also need the
time I spend creating something for a center to be worthwhile. And lastly, the time I spend creating and setting
up should should be able to set the long term value my students get out of it. By making the kindergarten
center activities be choices or have options then I also have flexibility to meet with students or groups for as
long as I need. This flexibility level alone makes me a more relaxed, happy and confident teacher knowing I
can get it all done. Motivation, interest and choice all play into the work that goes on during our center time.
During this time, we are building both stamina for working and fully understanding what to do and not do.
Most days I am introducing one literacy center, modeling one center, practicing one center and reviewing
centers. This is how we quickly build up our stamina. I describe our main goal for the center and pick one
choice to model. I explain my expectations of getting items out and putting them back with the actual objects.
Model I review the name, icon and location from the previous day. I model what to do and what not to do.
Someone helps model where to put materials away. Practice Students point out the location, give the name
when I show the icon. Someone models what to do. Someone copies a model of mine what not do to. Review
Review what to do, what not to do, where its located and choice option. I will make sure that they have the
first activity down pat before teaching another at the same center. It normally takes me about 20 days of
actively teaching the centers. Non-Fiction Center In the beginning of the school year there is no routine to our
day. They learn to find their name, go there and stay there. Now, we can add one rotation into our normal daily
routine and schedule. Spending this time up front saves me time all year long. During this time, I begin to
experiment with pulling a small group to teach them the ABC center. A note on pulling students: I do not
make myself a center.
5: How to Create Smart Literacy Centers that Last All Year | KindergartenWorks
Dozens of Instant and Irresistible Ideas and Activities That Build Early Literacy, Math Skills, and More From Teachers
Across the Country.

6: file folder activities for learning centers | Download eBook pdf, epub, tuebl, mobi
What better way to boost reading and writing skills than with super-appealing games that students love to play! Each
library includes 10 different self-checking games that get children excited about learningâ€”from using context clues to
identifying point of view.
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7: Sight Words Activities for Kids | www.enganchecubano.com
The centers are: Writing Activity, 2 practice reading(one for guided readers they have been using in group and one for
free choice or AR), a listening center with about 40 taped books available, working with words center and an optional
activity center for theme, MAth, Sci,SS, or computers.

8: Thrifty Teacherâ€™s Guide to Creative Learning Centers | Gryphon House
Description: Combining nursery rhymes and learning centers helps students develop and improve a variety of literacy
skills such as oral language development, phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, comprehension, and vocabulary.

9: Higher Education | Pearson
Grades 1 - 5. Explore informational text with leveled nonfiction text and Common Core questions and activities! Each
book includes 15 nonfiction passages, followed by two pages of Reading, Writing, Speaking and Listening, and
Language activities.
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